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If you like a good teen rom-com, then chances are you fell in love with Netflix's 2018 film The Kissing Booth, which starred Joey King as Elle, who found herself in violation of the cardinal rule of friendship: she fell in love with her best friend's brother. The premise itself is enough to make your inner teen anxiety fill with joy, but given that it's been a year and a half since the film came
out, it's only natural to be impatiently amazed when Kissing Booth 2 comes out on Netflix.Although the teaser for Booth's kissing sequel was released by the streaming service back in February 2019 (on Valentine's Day, no less), it didn't come with an official release date. And here we are all a year later no one wiser. There is one prominent clue that the film's debut is coming. In
August 2019, King confirmed that filming of Kissing Booth 2 had been officially wrapped in South Africa. A pile of clothes, 5 deflated birthday balloons, covered tattoos, a wig and my last day as Elle Evans in South Africa, King posted on Twitter alongside a selfie. Thanks for the memories. That would give filmmakers and Netflix enough time to sort everything out for a premiere
sometime in 2020 - we're not sure Kissing Booth fans could wait until 2021. Given that its predecessor came out in May 2018, it is probably the premiere place for number two, but do not count the date of June or July either. A pile of clothes, five blown-out birthday balloons, covered tattoos, a wig, and my last day as Elle Evans in South Africa. Thanks for the ❤️
pic.twitter.com/jX2uajqB9w - Joey King (@JoeyKing) August 17, 2019 For her role, However, King is eager for fans to see the final episode of her character Elle's Journey. But – as you probably think – it's not going to smooth sailing between Elle and Noah (Jacob Elordi) now that we've found ourselves in long-distance relationships. (Thanks a lot, Harvard!) You'll see a lot of ups
and downs, not just between Noah and Elle, but you'll see what's going on between Lee and Elle and Lee and his girlfriend and a lot going on at Harvard, King told Refinery29.com in a March 2019 interview. That certainly sounds like a problem in paradise. But a potential heartbreak and all, Kiss Booth 2 can't get here soon enough. Martin Scorsese's Netflix crime epic The Irishman
hit cinemas on November 1. but if you're not one of the lucky fans who were able to catch the film's very, very limited release, you're probably eagerly awaiting the film's decline on Netflix.The Irishman will reunite Scorsese with actors like Robert De Niro, Joe Pesci, and Harvey Keitel, and the award-winning director also got to work with Al Pacino for the first time in the film.
Unsurprisingly, the film is already getting awards season buzz, and it is bound to become the next legendary Scorsese/De Niro film collaboration. But in all your excitement, you may not know when the movie will be released on Netflix. Here's when you can watch Irman.When will the Irishman be available on Netflix? The Irishman will be released on Netflix on Wednesday,
November 27. It's unclear what time the movie will drop, but since Netflix is based on the West Coast, new releases usually come out around midnight PST, which is 3 a.m. EST. This content is imported from YouTube. You may be able to find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find additional information on your website. And while Scorsese is a well-
known fan of theaters and film experience, he previously explained that he decided to do an Irishman with Netflix because he appreciated that the company would give him free rein to make his film-especially because he and De Niro have been talking about being Irish for at least 10 years: There's no doubt that seeing a movie with an audience is really important. But there is a
problem: we have to make a film. for many reasons there was no room for us for this picture. [But] with the support of a company that says you won't get any interference, you can get a picture of how you want - the trade-off is: it streams, with theatrical distribution before that. I think that's the chance we're risking on this particular project. Just two more days before we look at this
masterpiece! This content is created and managed by a third party and imported to this page to provide users with their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io See You season 3 soon. Netflix has renewed a buzzing psychological thriller for a third season that will continue after the demented love life of stalker/killer Joe
Goldberg.Netflix has confirmed that star Penn Badgley will return, as will Victoria Pedretti, who played her season 2 lover Love Quinn. The 10 new episodes will come from co-creators Sera Gamble and Greg Berlanti. The series is based on the books You and Hidden Bodies by author Caroline Kepnes. Since there is no follow-up novel, you will have the third season of The
Complete Freedom to Expand Joe Goldberg's Universe. Recovery will not surprise you. The drama that originated on Lifetime was a hit. One of our best shows on Netflix ranked 5th. It also generates tons of buzz and chatter on social media. Here's everything we know about you season 3, including its release date, cast, plot, and more. You season 3 doesn't have a release date
yet. Netflix renewed the show on January 14 and announced that season 3 will premiere in 2021. The second season was filmed from February to June 2019, then premiered on December 26, 2019. If you season 3 follows a similar schedule, it could debut in early 2021.You season 3 cast: who's in it? Penn Badgley and Victoria Pedretti are confirmed to return as Joe Goldberg and
Love Quinn in Season 3.Several season 2 cast members could their role: Jennie Ortega as precocious teen Ellie Alves, who went on the run at Joe's besouth; Saffron Burrows as Mother of Love, Dottie Quinn; Michael Reilly Burke as the father of love, Ray; and Robin Lord Taylor as hacker Will Bettelheim. You fans have also speculated that Joe's mother, Sandy (Magda
Apanowicz), who was seen in flashbacks during season 2, could appear again in some form in season 3 - perhaps as his new neighbor. Even if their characters are dead, other actors could also return in memories or visions in season three of You, including James Scully as Forty Quinn; Ambyr Childers as Candace; Chris D'Elia as comedian Henderson; and Carmela Zumbado as
Delilah Alves.- Don't miss out if you're abroad - the best Netflix VPNIs also possible that season 1 stars Elizabeth Lail and John Stamos make cameos again as their characters Guinevere Beck (Joe's ex-lover, whom he killed) and Dr. Nicky (therapist Joe set for Beck's murder, who is now in prison). About bringing back the characters in you season 3, co-creator Sera Gamble told
The Hollywood Reporter, I don't see why not. Part of Joe's fun is that he's not very good at doing bad things. He doesn't plan them well. He won't make them perfect as a genius. And so there's always a fear that things from his past are going to catch up with him. What's great about it is that it creates a landscape for the show where you get to get your favorite characters moving
forward. She added: One of my favorite things is to bring back a dead person to haunt you. So the door is wide open for all the favorite characters. You are season 3 plot: what to expectMy season 3 will follow the events of the season 2 finale, in which Love described how he watched Joe make him fall in love with her (just as he watched her). She also confessed to killing Delilah,
in addition to Candace. But in return for Joe not killing her, Love revealed she was pregnant with his child. The couple moved to the suburbs to have and raise their child, but Joe's obsessive fixation had already turned to his new neighbor. He stared at her from behind the fence and said, This is just the beginning. Because here I had to be exactly where I had to be to meet you.
Gamble explained that the final scene shows: Joe is still Joe in a way that's not going to be great for Joe.... It seems clear that he got into some version of the same pattern. I can't say we know exactly what season three would be like, but I can say joe's not going to do well. You're season 3 theory: What's next? While fans speculated that the neighbor was his mother, Badgley
revealed that theory. It's definitely not his mom,' said Shonu. I can say that. In an interview with SiriusXM, Badgley also teased that season 3 will focus on Joe and the love affair. It's set up so, I think it's actually kind of like investigating a marriage, in the way, he said, adding: He's in the same kind of bind that I'm everyone sees the relationship at some point. Feelings of affection
are gone. You're frustrated with each other's imperfections. And you're like, 'How can this go on?' In addition, several plot threads from the previous two seasons remain hanging, such as Ellie's whereabouts. Joe keeps sending her money, but Ellie might not stay on the run long. Fans have theorized that since Joe seems unable to hurt the baby, Ellie could be the one to finally
knock him down. Although Forty was shot, his scripted adaptation of Beck's novel, The Dark Face of Love, is still floating around and could be turned into a real movie – threatening to expose Joe.And fans will be glad that season 3 won't be the last, as long as Netflix wants more. I'll say we still have a lot of stories,' Gamble said. I'm not at all afraid to say that we could definitely
watch Joe for a few more seasons. Is there a trailer for You season 3? No, you don't have a trailer in season 3 yet. Netflix has so far released only a video announcing the show's renewal. I'll see you soon, neighbor. You S3 are coming. pic.twitter.com/rCJx7K9v0PJanuary 14, 2020Season 3 set photos: what we've seen so far Showrunner Sera Gamble shared a photo to celebrate
the start of filming on You season 3:We've started work on season 3. I just thought you might want to know. #YouNetflix pic.twitter.com/Ih9MQl9BqUFebruary 7, 2020Znahou, the pic does not reveal much. But check back for more updates as filming for you season 3 continues. Continues.
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